Our design process
When we first saw the site in 2013, we knew that this project had the potential of an unpolished gem; located just five minutes away from the futuristic Star-vista complex, this hidden colonial heritage was a sprawling 6000-square-metre site with matured trees and undulating terrain. The BASF Learning Campus was envisaged to offer regional leadership development and business-related programs to its employees across Asia Pacific. The client, BASF South East Asia, had given us a brief with the theme "Connected Minds" as they envisioned the campus to be a place for meeting of minds for employees and researchers across their regional network. In response to the brief, our design connected the three bungalows, houses no. 17, 13, and 12, with a universally-accessible linkway, as well as the internal garden spaces.
We knew that much of the restoration success hinged on the sincere dialogue between the existing historical fabric and our present interventions. And it was through an open and constructive dialogue between clients, consultants, contractors, and the public that we were able to tap on the cross pollination of ideas and knowledge ensuing the richness of the project. We explained that he had just "removed" a 12-metres-tall Ficus benjamina from the site.
"It's a big tree that can protect you from the sun when you go out and play. Are you really sure you want to get rid of it?"
The child thought about it, paused for a second-and promptly planted the tree back. As we hoped to retain most of the trees without compromising public safety, we had a professionally certified arborist to carry out a tree survey to mark out unhealthy trees. After examining each tree on site, our arborist found that 40 percent of the surveyed trees on site had health issues, and recommended that they be removed.
One of these trees was the striking fifty year old sculptural umbrella tree, or Schefflera actinophylla, outside house no. Framing the old tree and the old house As with the given brief of "Connected Minds", the pavilion was designed for panoramic views of the gardens. We mimicked the canopy effect of the leaf foliage with two overlapping cantilever structures. This creates an intimate gathering space as an anchor, at the same time allowing users to enjoy a full visual connection with the site.
Much of the extensive work on site was also "invisible"; we replaced existing sanitary pipes and the drainage network as they had been damaged by the invasive roots of the matured trees. Our contractors also carefully coordinated the routing and location of the new pipes so that existing tree roots were not affected.
The drinking pavers
With looming deadlines and ongoing construction, we received a surprise request from the client one day-he wanted to replace the granite pavers with polyurethane-elastomeric-binder. With the use of the Elastopave, we removed the specified 10 centimeters of lean concrete and replaced it with a layer of recycled hardcore and sand bedding. With its non-evasive foundation,
we were able to route the garden path even more intimately with the existing trees. This was previously not possible with the lean concrete due to the trees' sensitive root zones that required uncompacted earth and water. Due the raining season at the time of construction, a modular system was created such that production could be located off site, ensuring quality and efficiency in on-site installation.
As a result, the garden path now connects all three houses and the pavilion, creating spaces for contemplation and discussion, allowing closer encounters with nature and appreciation of the existing bungalows in new perspectives.
project features Basf learninG Campus (sinGapore) at roChester park: when the olD tree stays
The saga tree Not all old trees could stay. While all efforts were taken to conserve as many trees on site as possible, trees remain transient living beings. One of the old trees that had to be removed was a stately saga tree that grew on the boundary of Rochester Park house no. 17. The tree had a generous canopy that morning walkers cherished for its cooling shade as well as its seasonal crop of festive red seeds. The arborist diagnosed the tree with chronic basal root rot, and it had to be removed, as its structural fault had become a safety concern to the adjacent public and property.
On the day after the tree was felled, bright red seeds were scattered around the place where the tree once stood. As we went to collect a seed or two for mementos, a thought occurred to us to sow a seed at home. And so it sprouted and grew while the construction went on.
About a year later, BASF Learning Campus (Singapore) was completed, and the baby saga tree had outgrown its pot. We were searching for the perfect spot to plant the tree when it occurred
to us: what better place to plant this tree other than on the site of its parent tree? And so the little sapling was replanted on site, a poetic gesture of life coming full circle for this saga tree of Rochester Park. Like the saga tree, in any heritage conservation project, there will be elements of its heritage that have to be discarded, changed, and renewed. We should cherish its history; yet not cling on it so tightly that nothing can change. Change is inevitable, and it is a beautiful thing.
